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Abstract.  Socio-economic processes informatization is largely implemented by using various 
documents electronic storage, including scanned handwritten texts or their fragments images, 
in particular, in the form of officials’ original signatures.  Among the very diverse tasks of 
handwritten documents scans electronic repositories computer analysis, the direction of 
automatic search for images fragments, that contain outlines of key words of interest, is quite 
relevant.  The search for such fragments is significantly hampered by the variability of the 
letterforms, even by the same author.  Therefore, it is advisable to use a fragment from the 
analyzed text as an initial sample.  Thus, we are talking about the fragments precedent 
identification.  In this case, a complicating factor is the impossibility of using many identical 
objects in training, and only one is available.  Therefore, the problem of forming an artificial 
sample, which elements preserve some common characteristic property, arises. In this work, 
the authors substantiated the application adequacy of the original sub-band approach, which is 
based on the concept of the data segment Euclidean norm sub-band part and the mathematical 
apparatus of sub-band matrices obtained on this basis.  Decision procedures for the handwritten 
text fragments sub-band identification were developed, including training on a single 
precedent. 
1. Introduction 
Nowadays, large volumes of document scan images have been accumulated, they are either entirely 
handwritten or contain handwritten fragments, for example, signatures.  A sufficient number of 
reasons can be given to search in such repositories for images fragments that contain specific keyword 
forms and are of interest.  In particular, such problems naturally arise in the process of analyzing 
authors’ literary works manuscripts, in information and analytical security systems, in the search for 
signatures that were falsified, etc.  Obviously, in these cases we mean searching for fragments of 
handwritten identical word forms created by the same author’s hand.  In accordance with the current 
terminology, we will term the collection of such fragments as a class, and their search as the 
identification in a given class. 
The methods of object recognition in images are considered in many literary sources [1].  The main 
purpose of recognizing handwritten texts scans is, as the rule, to change texts into the form available 
for printing.  Therefore, most often we are talking about the recognition of individual letters and 
symbols [2].  Obviously, the search for fragments, according to the keywords available in the analyzed 
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text, has a certain specificity, on account of the meaningful goal [2-4].  An essential feature of such 
fragments is the absence, even for one and the same author, of the symbols outline exact repetition 
within the entire text or from document to document (for example, when verifying a signature) [5,6].  
Therefore, it seems natural to term them fuzzy duplicates.  At the same time, for their automatic 
identification, it is necessary to determine some invariants that reflect the peculiarities of the authors' 
handwriting and, to a sufficient extent for comparisons, are preserved from fragment to fragment. It is 
the presence of such invariants that makes it possible to construct the corresponding decision function, 
the values of which are little changeable in the class of identical fragments.  It is also important to 
require significant differences in the values of the decision functions when comparing with fragments 
not from the selected class. 
 Within the framework of this work, we consider the problem of constructing such invariants and 
decision functions based on them. 
It is assumed that the scanned text image as a whole and its fragments are stored in digital form, 
that is, in the form of some rectangular table (matrix) of numbers.  Therefore, without loss of 
generality, for some image fragment, the following representation can be used: 
KkIifF ik ,...,1;,...,1},{  ,     (1) 
 
meaning that the first index denotes the lines and the second one denotes the columns of the matrix. 
In accordance with the established terminology, the elements of this matrix are termed pixels.  
Within the framework of this work, it is assumed that the spatial discretization along both axes of the 
image coordinates is carried out with unit steps (equal distances between the real coordinates of 
pixels). 
Let it now be determined that the handwritten fragment (1) was formed when drawing a word form, 
it is of interest within the framework of some text analysis meaningful task.  The task is to search for 
identical fragments in the rest of the text, in the sense that they are inscribed when writing the same 
word form. 
Thus, within the pattern recognition methodology framework the image analysis is reduced to 
comparing its fragments in order to test the following initial hypothesis validity.  
0H  - the compared fragments are identical. 
Implementation of a decision function in favor of one or another alternative when matching with 
the fragment is: 
KkIiyY ik ,...,1;,...,1},{  ,   (2) 
involves the use of some proximity measure: 
),(),( YFYF  ,     (3) 
where  is the functional that determines computational processes. 
The initial hypothesis is rejected when the condition is fulfilled: 
 GYF ),( ,       (4) 
where G is the critical area, the proximity measure values  on identical fragments probability falling 
into (wave from above) do not exceed the desired one: 
   ))
~
,(( GFFVer .      (5) 
Following [7], the proximity measure (3) in combination with the critical area will be termed the 
decisive function. 
In real life, the critical area is most often determined on the basis of training by using a sample of 
identical fragments.  It is clear that in the considered problem formulation, such a sample is not 
available, and therefore it is necessary to develop the method for its artificial generation 
(augmentation), based on the invariance of some characteristics. It is easy to understand that precisely 
the use of invariants makes it possible to reduce first type errors probabilities when testing the 
hypotheses (5). 
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2. Materials and methods 
2.1 Decision making based on sub-band analysis in the spatial frequency domain 
Reasonably assuming that the number of lines in the fragments being compared is less than the 
number of columns, it is proposed to use a vector measure of their proximity: 
),...,(),( 1  NYF 

,      (6) 
its components are defined on the corresponding pairs of lines: 
Niyf iii ,...,1),,( 

 ,     (7) 
),...,( 1  iMii fff

,      (8) 
),...,( 1  Miii yyy

.      (9) 





,      (10) 
its components provide admissible probabilities i for the values of the proximity measure 
corresponding components (6) to fall into them if the hypothesis about the identity of the compared 
fragments is true. 
The final decision on the inconsistency of this hypothesis with real data is taken when an event 
occurs: 
}...{ ),( 21 EEii iiiDiGW 
 ,     (11) 
which consists in the simultaneous occurrence of values of no less than E  proximity measure 
component in the corresponding critical areas. 
Assuming that the proximity measure components are independent, for the probability of the first 
type errors we can obtain the inequality: 
E
i )(  ,       (12) 
where i  is the probability of events, which intersection determines the right-hand side of the 
equation (11): 
)),((  iiii GyfVer 

.    (13) 
Therefore, when determining the critical area components (10), the following equation should be 
used: 
NiEi ,...,1,)(
/1   .     (14) 
As the basis for calculating the components (7) of the vector proximity measure, it is proposed to 
apply sub-band analysis in the spatial frequency domain, meaning the use of sub-band parts of the 




















')(  ;      (16) 
MkiaA rikr ,...,1, },{  ; ))(cos(2
0 kiwaa rik
r
ik  ; 
)(/))(sin(0 kikiaik   ; Rrrwr ,...,1 ),1(2  ; )12/(  R . 
Matrices in quadratic forms (16) are naturally termed sub-band matrices. 
As a sub-band invariant of the original fragment (1), it is proposed to use the sub-band matrices set 
of sums ( iS is the set of indices): 
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,      (17) 
their terms of sum satisfy the inequalities: 




 .   (18) 
Obviously, the total matrices are symmetric and positive definite, and therefore can be represented 
in the form [9]: 
'
iiiS QLQA i        (19) 









k 1      )1,...,1(
'' diagQQQQ iiii   (20) 
As noted in [8], for the eigenvalues of the total sub-band matrices, we can quite accurately set: 
6]/||[2 ,0   ii
i
kJ SMJi ,     (21) 
where square brackets mean the integer part of the number, and || iS  is the number of terms in the 
sums (15). 
Therefore [8] of the component: 
xQQz ii
 '11       (22) 
  
any vector ),...,( 1  Mxxx

has the property: 
iXZ   ),()( ,     (23) 
where i is the combined frequency interval, consisting of sub-bands defined by inequalities (18);  
iQ1 is the dimension matrix, consisting of the corresponding eigenvectors matrices first columns. 








 .     (24) 
In other words, in the combined frequency interval, the segments of the original vector Fourier 
transforms and its projection onto the subspace of eigenvectors corresponding to nonzero eigenvalues 
coincide. 
As components of the identity measure (10), it is proposed to use the sub-band part of the 
compared fragments row vectors pairs differences energy: 
. ,)( ' iiiiSiiSi yfggAggPG ii

     (25) 
It is easy to show the relation validity:  
iiiiiiSi fQQyttPG i
 '11 ),(  ,    (26) 
that is, the value of the proximity measure component is determined by the sub-band part of the 
difference energy between the vector being compared and the original vector projection of the view 
(22) onto the subspace determined by the eigenvectors of the total sub-band matrix corresponding to 
nonzero eigenvalues. 
It is clear that this projection also serves as an invariant when comparing fragment lines. 
 
2.2.  Identification of critical areas based on training 
The presence of only one fragment of a given class leads to the need to construct an artificial sample 
for training in order to determine the decision function components critical areas (25).  When it is 
necessary to use relations of the view (15), where  and E are assumed to be pre-determined. 
The model for generating artificial samples is based on the use of their representation through 
invariants: 
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,    (27) 
where, in accordance with (13), the number of samples is determined by the inequality: 
ED /1)/(1        (28) 
the vector components ),...,( 1  Mmmm uuu

are Gaussian pseudo-random numbers with zero mean and 
unit variance. 
Positive coefficients 0mc are determined by the condition that all components of the generated 





     (29) 
 The purpose of training is to determine a positive threshold, its frequency of exceeding does not 
exceed the right side (13). 
 
3. Conclusion 
The urgency of the problem of developing a procedure for automatic search for identical fragments in 
the handwritten texts scans images and the vector decision function based on the proposed sub-band 
invariants of the fragments lines in the area of spatial frequencies are substantiated.  The scheme for 
generating an artificial training sample was developed, it allows to construct the critical area of the 
vector decision function. 
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